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Nick Jenkins
75 Old Stage Rd
Bristol, NH 03222

December 17, 2017

Dear Pamela Monroe,

We urge you to use existing towers(National Grids I believe. They can and want to), bury all, or reject the
Northern Pass. If this is approved it will permanently damage the natural heritage, environment, scenic
landscape, and the complete sense of well being NH brings to everything. 1,800 or so massive towers(with
power lines)  zig zagging thru NH, north to south. We know this personally one of the many properties this
is going thru is Sunny Acres Farm, 75 Old Stage Road, Bristol, NH. It's a late 1700's farm off the
designated scenic Peaked Hill Road. The Northern Pass will go thru the front yard(100 or so feet from our
front door and windows) across Peaked Hill Road and along side it across rte104 and across the Pemi
River(again for the 3rd time in about 15 or less miles).                     Most off Sunny Acres was put into
easement as to protect/preserve(from stuff like this) for ever and for everyone. What's the use if this goes
thru? The sight, the noise, physical health risk, and mental health risk. So much for the sense of well being
this place brings to everyone that comes here. Right out the front door and windows 24 hours a day 365
days a year over and over,again and again. It's already messing with our brains just thinking about it. Put
it in your or families front yard and see what you think about?!!!                                      
This farm is just one of very many properties that will be adversely and permanently affected  Gee!!!
Thanks so much!!!!!!!!!!!    
   There are multiple sound ways of doing this. I believe it's National Grids towers and lines going thru
Alexandria. They can and want to put the power lines on there. Bury all the power
lines.                                                                                                                                                       

    We are asking you folks think about this thing in your front yard??? What kind of New Hampshire do
want to leave. Or maybe you prefer Northern New Jersey?
     Thanks for reading. Respectfully, Nick Jenkins, Mary Worthen, Lynn Passenissi and all of the Worthens
of Peaked Hill

Sincerely,
Nick Jenkins
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